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Facts & Figures

Today for tomorrow
For more than 65 years we have been working daily on improving the safety for lives and assets. Today we are one of the leading manufacturers of fire extinguishers with location Made in Germany. We take initiative and realize solutions that take our customers ahead. Which fire risks are we facing tomorrow? Now challenges are waiting for us. We will solve them.

Made in Germany
With approx. 100 employees at our location in Remscheid in the heart of the Bergische Land, we produce portable and mobile fire extinguishers. Moreover, we are service provider for fire protection.

Main focus
The main focus of our action is you – our customer; with flat hierarchies and structures of a mid-sized family run company we are fast and flexible. Our customers include fire protection trade, plant and professional fire departments, automobile and shipping industry.

Modules
Jockel – Fire Extinguishers are built in a modular system; hereby the need of spare parts is reduced. At the same time only few maintenance tools are necessary; therefore Jockel – Fire Extinguishers are not only service-friendly but also economical.

Together as a team
We understand us as a partner of our customers. And we are convinced that the key to success works only through mutual growth in a long term partnership. Based upon the values of a family run company, we pursue partnerships characterised by reliability, fairness and mutual trust.

Premium-Quality
Fire protection products are safety products that matter in an emergency. In order to guarantee this, we focus on high quality standards, stringent quality control and continuous process optimisation. Regular external audits e.g. TÜV are carried out.

Environmentally optimised products
Apart from high extinguishing performances, we see our responsibility in a continuous improvement of environmental compatibility of our products. With our innovative eco-foam fire extinguishers and our optimised high-performance water extinguishers we have succeeded in taking a large step.

Just-in-Time
In terms of delivery it applies to us as a rule: ordered today - delivered next day; latest in 48 h.

Over 10,000 Products
We would like to be your partner providing the full range of fire protection. Beside portable and mobile fire extinguishers from our own production, we offer high - performance products in the fields of extinguishing systems, fire alarm systems and extinguishing water technology, smoke heat venting systems, wall hydrants, smoke detectors, signs, fire protection plans and labeling. With us you get about everything from one source and can therefore simplify your ordering process.

Fire Extinguishers and accessories
Portable and wheeled fire extinguishers, extinguishing containers, boxes, stands, covers, brackets and alarm for fire extinguishers

Safety Signs
Fire protection-, rescue-, instruction-, prospection-, and warning signs as well as escape and rescue plans

Smoke Detectors and Fire Detection Systems
Smoke, gas and CO detectors, alarm systems and fire detection systems

Smoke and Heat extraction
Assemblies for pneumatical, electrical, pyrotechnical smoke and heat extraction systems, skylight domes and motors.

Fire Fighting Systems
Wall hydrants, booster stations, fire extinguishing systems

First Aid
Fire blankets, first aid kit, wound-treatment material

LWT
Education
Education and training center

For more than 65 years, customers can rely on Jockel:

1949
Foundation
Engineer Emil Jockel lays the foundations for Feuerschutz Jockel by dealing fire extinguishers and tools

1950
Service for clients
Son Klaus-Gerhard enters the business. Selling tools alone was not fulfilling to him, therefore he additionally set up customer service for installation, maintenance and repair of fire extinguishers.

1986
Extending product range
Son Klaus-Gerhard takes over and extends the product range by offering trading goods

1987
Go global
Jockel starts providing a comprehensive offer of fire fighting equipments and succeeds also abroad

1991
All rights reserved
First patent registration stored pressure with push button M 74 facilitates commissioning and maintenance of fire extinguishers

2000
For a better dosage
Patent registration: the lockable lever fitting permits best extinguishing agent dosage

2005
Strong as a family
The sons Frank and Holger Jockel become associates together with their father

2011
Eco counts
Market launch of the first foam extinguishers with reduced fluorine

2016
Product launch
GREEN Foam extinguisher for polar fires

2014
Alcoholresistant foam
Foam extinguisher for polar fires

1949
Innovation from tradition
Safety is paramount

Therefore our highest priorities of our quality policy are abolishing deviations systematically, a high traceability, fast deliverability and 100% customer satisfaction.

Quality as early as in development

In extensive tests systematic new developments from draft to test phase are led to carefully planned prototypes. Comprehensive technical feasibility tests during planning and operational phase as well as special tests and prototype testing are here among the decisive quality measures. This also means that we consider our module system for our customer in order to keep the maintenance cost and the spare part stocking as low as possible.

Quality checks from the start

Already the selection of pre-materials is fulfilled with great care according to defined quality parameters. A price rebate after delivery of poor quality is not our common practice. During production samples are taken and tested according to a comprehensive quality control plan.

Company`s Quality Assurance

A tight control system is responsible for recognising impairments of quality at an early stage. Thereby Jockel sets great importance on trained staff. Regularly specific staff development training activities are fulfilled in order to maintain and support the professional expertise. With a strategic purchasing and rigorous material planning we can ensure that the goods arrive at the customer promptly.